Utah Historical Quarterly (UHQ) is Utah's journal of record, published quarterly on behalf of the Utah Historical Society since 1928. The UHQ's mission, from its earliest issues to the present, is to publish articles on all aspects of Utah history, as well as to present Utah in the larger context of the West. Even as UHQ continues its commitment to themes traditionally associated with Utah history, it challenges readers and authors to think across state lines to the forces of history, physiography, and culture that link Utah to a host of people, places, experiences, and trends beyond its geopolitical boundaries. UHQ seeks a regional approach, reflecting Utah's geographic and cultural position at the crossroads of the West.

UHQ's editorial style emphasizes scholarly credibility and accessible language. Manuscripts dealing with any aspect of Utah history will be considered. Submissions based on allied disciplines—such as archaeology, folklore, or ethnography—are also encouraged, so long as the approach, reflecting Utah's geographic and cultural position at the crossroads of the West.

UHQ welcomes letters to the editor. Letters are published occasionally and online. We reserve the right to restrict word count and edit content.
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LISTA DE DIPLOMÁTICOS AL FRENTE DEL CONSULADO DE MÉXICO EN SALT LAKE CITY (1911-1949)

1911: JOSE CASTRO Y LOZANO
1912-1914: RAFAEL V. VILLALOBOS
1915: EL CONSULADO SE CIERRE TEMPORALMENTE
1916-1920: EDWARD DAISORO HASHIMOTO (IDAHO AND UTAH)
1920-1921: EL CONSULADO SE CIERRE TEMPORALMENTE
1927: FRANCISCO J. RAMIREZ (VICE-CONSUL)
1928: JUAN E. ARQUINDO
1929: CARLOS V. AREZ
1929-1930: CARLOS MANUEL GAVIOLA
(October 1929: The Consulate Downgrades to Consular Agency)
1931: ELIAS COLLINGA
1931-1933: RAUL G. DOMÍNGUEZ
(En 1931, la agencia consular regresa a su categoría de consulado de carrera)
1934: JOSE A. VALENZUELA
1935-1938: HERMENEGILDO ROBLES
1938: EMILIO CALDERON PUIG (VICE-CONSUL ENCARCADO)
1939-1947: N. TOMÁS VARELA
1939-1947: EMILIO CALDERON PUIG (VICE-CONSUL ENCARCADO)
1938-1941: ENRIQUE L. ELIZONDO
1941: MANUEL GARRZA GONZALEZ
1942: FEDERICO GUTIERREZ PASTOR
1943-1944: CARLOS GUTIERREZ MACIAS
1944-1947: CARLOS GRIMM
(VICE-CONSUL PARA IDAHO, MONTANA AND UTAH)
1948: RAFAEL CRUZ (CONSUL DE IDAHO AND UTAH)
1949: IGNACIO A. PESQUERIA
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